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BAYLOR — Dr. Joseph V. West, director of testing and counseling at Baylor, insisted in a recent interview that the rumor that Baylor has one of the highest illegitimacy rates of any school in the Southwest Conference is something that can never be proved.

A&M—Meanwhile the Aggies, who face somewhat different problems, heard a lecture in answer to the problem "How Can You Tell It's Love?"

Dr. Sidney Hamilton discussed such topics as "How can I be sure of marrying the right person?" and "Has sex desire influenced my choice?" in a YMCA "Marriage Forum."

CARLETON — At Carleton College in Northfield, Minnesota, there was apparently more action than words. The administration issued a warning statement that the college "does not condone pre-marital sexual relations in college buildings," and as an example of such unacceptable behavior, it gave "couples being in bed together."

The student senate responded by calling the statement "a hitherto unrecognized interpretation." The student president added, "I propose that we control our outrage, swallow our pride, and make the best of it. I personally plan to hit the books."

OBERLIN—Students at Oberlin College have proposed a co-ed dormitory in an attempt to "depolarize the campus." "We should try to get the administration to answer our true needs," said senior Joe Gross.

UT—While the small colleges argue over details, the University of Texas struggles with larger problems — overpopulation. "The pill is simply not enough," declared Dr. Gideon Sjoberg in a Challenge Colloquium address. Later he perceptively pointed out that "population increase is a man-made phenomenon."